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EXERCISE TIP
HEALTHY SNACK RECIPE

Round crackers
Peanut butter
Red chocolate candies (like M&Ms)
Mini pretzel twists
Mini chocolate chips

Reindeer Cracker Snacks
 

What you need:

  1. Spread each cracker with peanut butter.
  2. Press 2 pretzels into peanut butter to make 
antlers
  3. Add one red candy for nose.
  4. Add 2 mini chocolate chips for eyes. 

 

Move Jar
 

It's that time of the year. The days are shorter, 
the air is colder. While snuggling up on your 
couch under a blanket may be all you want to 
do, the need for exercise doesn't hibernate for 
the winter.

Create a "Move Jar". 
Fill it with slips of paper with words, phrases 
or drawings that call for movement. For 
example: animals or movement like "monster 
walk". Have each child pick a movement for 
you to do together. 

Who is someone that makes you feel grateful
Who is someone that you think would love to 
hear from you?
What are some things you'd like to tell 
them/show them?

Write a letter or draw a picture for a loved one.
 

Thinking about positive social connections gives 
us reason to reflect and feel joy. By writing a 
letter or drawing pictures for others help build 
children's relationship skillls and social 
awareness.  Below are some questions to help 
guide your child.

Calming strategies
Once your child has been able to identify feelings,
the next step is to develop a list of calming 
strategies to use. A chart is attached for your child 
to learn about and try out calming techniques that 
can be utilized to calm their body and mind. They 
will gain insight into how calming techniques help 
regulate zones and reflect on which tools are 
effective in regulation themselves. 

*See second page*

 




